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Preliminary

Strategies for solving problems

The best solutions to exam questions are those which easily convey a student’s

knowledge of the physics in the problem. It is almost always insufficient to

write down an equation and find a numerical answer—we care more about

the physics that you know rather than your ability to type numbers into your

calculator.

1. Set the scene to your solution

In classical mechanics and relativistic kinematics, you should almost al-

ways draw a fully-labelled diagram showing any forces, lengths, masses

or durations as appropriate. Some problems become very easy to solve

with the aid of a diagram.

You should also write a few bullet points or brief sentences outlining

the physics involved in the problem. This could include any assump-

tions you make (e.g., "ignoring any dissipative forces", "assuming an

ideal pendulum", ...), physical principles you may consider (e.g., "the

net torque is zero which implies...", "by conservation of energy...") and

the equations you might use.

I refer to this as ‘setting the scene’—ensuring that you and your exam-

iner are on the same page with the physics that you know.

2. Solve things symbolically first

It is quicker. It is easy to spot mistakes. It is easier for an examiner to

follow. It is easier to check dimensions and units. It is easy to spot de-

pendancies of variables with one another.
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Never leave numbers lying around on the page on their own without

a definition or equation. For example, if you’re adding two distances

together, state symbolically what they individually represent and what

the total quantity represents (and then add the numbers together).

3. Check units and significant figures

At the end of the question, and (if time) at the end of your examination,

check what precision your final answer should be given to. Remem-

ber: your answer should almost always be given to the same precision

as your least precise value. Adding extra precision is meaningless and

unphysical—it implies that we know more than we really do.

Some quantities have well-known units. Some do not. If the units are

unclear, perform dimensional analysis to find them.

Forgetting the units and significant figures means that your answer is

physically incorrect.

4. Check to see if your answer is of the right order of magnitude, and
observe any limiting behaviour of your final result.

Admittedly, this is easier said than done! It is difficult for us to think

about very small or very large quantities and orders of magnitude. Over

time, you will develop an intuition about what order of magnitude par-

ticular values should be. For example, energies of the order of 10−10 J

are associated with the rest mass-energy of some particles, energies of

the order of 105 J are typical for a car travelling on a motorway, and en-

ergies of the order of 1069 J are associated with the total mass-energy of

the observable universe.

If you are deriving an equation (e.g., in a model building exercise or via

dimensional analysis), check how the solution behaves as variables get

very large or very small. Does this align with your physical intuition?

No marks will be awarded for these checks (unless you’re asked for it

specifically!) but it is always worth doing in your head.

5. Be able to sketch graphs properly

To start sketching a graph, draw some axes. Label them with the quan-

tity you are looking at (not just x or y , unless that is how the quantity

is defined) and their units. If no units are specified, writing ‘arbitrary

units‘ or ‘arb. units‘ is acceptable.
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Draw some tick marks on both axes. If the horizontal axes is time, and

the timescale is 8 seconds, then drawing tick marks at t = 0,4,8 s is ac-

ceptable. If the vertical axis is displacement, and the total displacement

is 10 metres, then drawing tick marks at x = 0,5,10 m is acceptable.

Identify the equation you are sketching and, if possible, identify the first

order derivative. The equation will give you the general shape of the

curve, and the first order derivative will tell you about the gradient of

the curve (e.g., is the gradient 0 at t = 0?)

A good sketch should have a brief description accompanying it, stating

the equation shown and any key features you wish to highlight (e.g., dis-

continuities in the gradient, the limiting behaviour if there are asymp-

totes, etc.)
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Classical Mechanics 1

1.1 Dimensions and units

The SI units are split into two groups: the 7 base units and the 22 derived units.

The base quantities are the set of units from which all other units can be de-

rived. Table (1.1) shows the 7 base physical dimensions, each corresponding

to an SI base unit.

The dimension of a quantity is not the same as the units of a quantity. The

dimension of a quantity is a more fundamental than its units. A quantity may

have the dimension of length, but could be given in units of m, au, cm, . . ..

When we combine SI base units, we form the SI derived units. There are 22

derived units which are named, but many of them are rarely used in physics.

Table (1.2) lists the most common derived units in physics.

How do we determine the dimensions of a quantity? Let’s take say we wanted

to determine the dimension symbol for the force.
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Quantity Symbol Base unit

time T s

length L m

mass M kg

electric current I A

thermodynamic temperature Θ K

amount of substance N mol

luminous intensity J cd

Table 1.1: The SI base quantites, alongside their dimension symbol and SI
unit.

Determine the dimension symbols for a force.

We choose a simple equation containing a force and re-arrange if neces-

sary. Let’s choose Newton’s second law

F = ma, (1.1)

where F is the force, m is the mass and a is the acceleration. We denote

the dimensions of a quantity with square brackets [ · ]. The dimensions

of the force are therefore

[F ] = [ma] = M ·LT −2. (1.2)

[We can substitute in a unit system, for example the SI base units, to say

that an example of the units of force are kg m s−2].

You can make use of the fact that the transcendental functions (e.g., sin, tanh,

ln, exp, ...) must have a dimensionless argument — the dimensions are unity.
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Determine the dimension symbols for the linear attenuation coeffi-
cient in I = I0e−µx .

Regardless of what the quantities I and I0 represent, we can perform di-

mensional analysis on the argument of the exponential to determine [µ].

Given that x represents a distance,

[µx] = 1 =⇒ [µ] = 1

[x]
= L−1. (1.3)

The dimensions of µ are inverse length. An example of units for µ are

cm−1.

When units are typeset, it is best practice to leave a space between the number

and the unit, and a space between each unit. Unit prefixes (e.g., M, p, . . .) do

not have a space after them. Units must not be italicised.

Quantity Equation Symbol Base unit

hertz f = 1/T T −1 s−1

newton F = ma M ·LT −2 kg m s−2

pascal

joule

watt

coulomb

volt

farad

ohm

Table 1.2: 9 of the 22 SI derived units.
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1.2 Significant figures

A calculator or a computer can calculate quantities to arbitrary precision, but

this almost always has no real-world meaning. We need to be careful in our

interpretation of a numerical answer, and that almost always is an exercise in

quoting your answers to the correct precision.

You should almost always give your answer to the same precision as the least

precise value or measurement that you have. During calculations, you should

retain one further significant figure to avoid rounding errors.

Leading zeros are not significant figures. Trailing zeros are significant figures.

This means that 0.0000001 has only one significant figure whilst 1000000 has

6 significant figures. We must use significant figures and unit prefixes to en-

sure our final answer has physical meaning, and is not just some arbitrary

number our calculator or computer returns to us.

How many centimetres does a photon travel in 0.9 ns?

a) 27 cm b) 30 cm

c) 27×100 cm d) 30×100 cm
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Worked example

When you are presenting a result from a calculation or experiment, you must

make sure you i) give your answer to the correct precision and ii) give the cor-

rect units. You will lose a mark every time you make these mistakes.

Calculate the molar gas constant, R, given experimental measurements
of the variables p = 3.0 atm, V = 6.2 L, n = 0.75 mol and T = 310 K.
[You may find the following conversions useful: 1.00 atm = 101 kPa,
1.00 L = 0.00100 m3.]

We calculate the molar gas constant R via the ideal gas equation

pV = nRT, (1.4)

where p is the absolute pressure of the gas, V is the volume of which it

occupies, n is the amount of substance in the sample and T is the abso-

lute temperature of the system.

We can compute R as

R = pV

nT
= 3×101×103 ×6.2×0.00100

0.75×310
= 8.08. (1.5)

We round R to 2 significant figures — the precision of our least precise

variable. Therefore, R = 8.1.

What are the dimensions of R?

[R] = [pV ]

[nT ]
= ML−1T −2 ·L3

N ·Θ = ML2T −2N−1Θ−1. (1.6)

So the units of R in our unit system is kg m2 s−2 mol−1 K−1. And so

R = 8.1 kg m2 s−2 mol−1 K−1, (1.7)

or we can recognise that 1 J = 1 kg m2 s−2, to re-write the molar gas con-

stant as

R = 8.1 J mol−1 K−1. (1.8)
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1.3 Applications of dimensional analysis

You can also use dimensional analysis to find equations of physical quantities.

A wind turbine converts kinetic energy in the wind to electric energy.
The rate at which it produces energy should depend on wind speed and
the size of its blades. Are any other dimensional variables it should
depend on? Find an equation for its power output, P .

The power output of the turbine is a function of the speed of the wind

v , the length of the blades L and the density of the air ρ flowing past the

blades

P ≡ P (ρ, v,L). (1.9)

Dimensional analysis can tell us that the equation for P must be of the

form

P ∝ ραvβLγ, (1.10)

where α,β,γ ∈Q (some quantities may be divided or multiplied).

The dimensions must balance on either side of the proportionality state-

ment. The dimensions of power are energy divided by time, i.e., [P ] =
ML2T −2/T = ML2T −3. The dimensions of densitya are mass divided by

volume, [ρ] = ML−3. The dimensions of velocity are length divided by

time, [v] = LT −1. The dimensions of length is [L] = L. Thus,

ML2T −3 = (ML−3)α · (LT −1)β ·Lγ, (1.11)

and the values of α,β,γ for the equation to balance (the same number of

M , L and T on either side of the equals sign) must be α = 1, β = 3 and

γ= 2 so

P = kρv3L2, (1.12)

where k is a (dimensionless) constant of proportionality.

aCare must be taken if you are discussing linear density (e.g., in electromag-
netism) which has dimensions of mass per unit length.
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2.1 Order of magnitude estimations

Sometimes we do not know precise values for quantities in our calculations.

In these circumstances, we may only be interested in whether our answer

from our lab or numerical experiments is roughly correct. We instead care

more about the powers of ten involved in the calculations. Constants such as

1.23 attached to the power of ten become meaningless in such estimations.

Powers of 10 vs orders of magnitude

In a ×10b , a is a constant, 10b is the power of ten and b is the order of magni-

tude. Taking the base 10 logarithm of a number and rounding it to the nearest

integer will give you its order of magnitude b. For example, for the number

3120, one has log10 3120 = 3.49... so it is of the order of 103; for the number

3163, one has log10 3163 = 3.50... so it is of the order of 104. This is known as

logarithmic rounding

Alternatively (and more quickly), you can compare the constant a to
p

10 ≈
3.1623—if the constant is less than

p
10, you round down to the nearest power

of ten, and if the constant is greater than
p

10, you round up to the nearest

power of ten.

11
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We use the phrase ‘order of magnitude estimation’ quite loosely, however, and

usually take this to mean ‘power of ten estimation’.

Order of magnitude estimation

You will develop an intuition for the order of physical quantities. This will

make order of magnitude estimations very easy. The idea is to make quick

calculations without the aid of a calculator, and rather by using the rules of

indicies.

For example: the average human walking speed is of the order of 100 m s−1,

the average mass of a human is of the order of 102 kg and the mass of the

Earth is of the order of 1025 kg. We can also use the tilde ∼ in this context to

mean ‘of the order of’, for example, the mass of the sun m¯ ∼ 1030 kg.

A final answer obtained using orders of magnitude estimation must be quoted

with the ∼ sign.

2.2 Relative motion

Relative motion simply means that there are different values of position, ve-

locity and (in non-inertial frames) acceleration in different reference frames.

A reference frame is simply a set of geometric axes attached to an object which

may or may not be moving. Let’s look at the stationary case first.

Figure (2.1) shows two two-dimensional frames: i) a lab frame L and ii) my

frame J . The ‘lab’ frame describes anything which we generally take to be

stationary (a lab, a building, the Earth, etcetera). My frame also has a set of

axes attached to it, and those axes move around with me as I move — I am

always at the origin of my frame.

We can form position vectors r between the lab frame and Bob, the lab frame

and I and Bob and I. These form a vector triangle satisfying

rB−L = rB−J + rJ−L . (2.1)

If the lab frame, Bob and I were to begin moving, then the first and second
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time derivatives of equation (2.1) hold:

vB−L = vB−J +vJ−L , (2.2)

and

aB−L = aB−J +aJ−L . (2.3)

It is equation (2.2) that you will use the most in relative motion problems.

When the acceleration is 0, the motion is uniform.

Lab

y

x

Bob

Jack

y ′

x ′

r B
−L

rB−J

r J−L

Figure 2.1: Transformation of a frame S to another frame S′, moving at a ve-
locity v with respect to the stationary frame.
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3.1 Stokes’ law

Stokes’ law gives the frictional (or drag) force exerted on spherical objects with

very small Reynold’s numbers in a viscous fluid. The Reynold’s number tells us

if the fluid flow is turbulent or laminar (sheet-like). A high Reynold’s number

implies the fluid flow is turbulent. A low Reynold’s number implies the fluid

flow is laminar. The drag force is directly proportional to v2 for turbulent flow

and directly proportional to v for laminar flow. Stokes’ law states that

FD = 6πηr v, (3.1)

where η is the viscosity of the fluid, r is the radius of the sphere and v is the

fluid flow velocity relative to the object.

3.2 Work done and the work-energy theorem

Work done is the transfer of energy from one place to another, or from one

form to another. The work done by a constant force of magnitude F on a point

that moves a displacement s is

W = F ·s. (3.2)

15
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If the force is not constant (i.e., you are given an equation for the force), you

must use the integral form

W =
∫ b

a
F(s) ·ds. (3.3)

The work-energy theorem states that the work done by the sum of all forces

acting on a system is equal to the change in kinetic energy of the system. For a

particle of mass m moving with an initial velocity vi and, after the application

of some forces F , moves with a final velocity v f , the work done on the particle

is

W =∆T = 1

2
mv2

f −
1

2
mv2

i . (3.4)

In 3D...

a) the work done is F×s
b) equation (3.4) holds for
non-conservative forces

c) the total mechanical energy
is always conserved

d) the work done is always −∆U
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4.1 Sketching graphs

All graphs must i) have axes, ii) have axis labels with units, iii) have an ap-

propriate amount of tick marks with values specified and iv) demonstrate the

correct physics. In general, a graph should not have i) a legend, ii) a title, iii)

the equation of the curve shown or iv) gridlines. Information describing the

graph (i–iii) should go in the caption.

4.2 Simple harmonic motion

Figure (4.1) shows a pendulum of mass m and length ` displaced by an angle

θ from the vertical. The kinetic energy of the pendulum is

T = 1

2
mv2 = 1

2
m(`θ̇)2 = 1

2
m`2θ̇2, (4.1)

where θ̇ is the angular velocity of the pendulum. The vertical displacement of

the mass from the point it is released to the bottom of the pendulum’s motion

(i.e., from θ = θ0 to θ = 0) is given by

y(θ) = `−`cosθ0 = `(1−cosθ0), (4.2)

such that the potential energy of the pendulum is

V (y) = mg y = mg`(1−cosθ0). (4.3)

17
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ℓ

m

ℓ 
co
sθ
0

ℓ 
- ℓ

 c
os
θ 0

θ0

Figure 4.1: A pendulum of length ` and mass m with an arbitrary initial angle
θ0 with respect to the vertical (dashed line - -) is shown.

Given a pendulum with T +U = const.,
where T is the kinetic energy and U is the potential energy,

a) the system is conservative
b) at θ0 = 180◦,
the pendulum never moves

c) the oscillations about θ = 0
will get smaller

d) the motion is always
simple harmonic

Assuming that the pendulum system contains only conservative forces (i.e.,

there are no dissipative forces such as friction), then the total mechanical en-

ergy

T +V = const. (4.4)

This further implies that

∆T +∆U = 1

2
mv2

f −
1

2
mv2

i +mg h f −mg hi = 0, (4.5)

where v f is the final velocity (i.e., the velocity at the point along the trajectory

that we are interested in), vi is the initial velocity (which is instantaneously

zero when we release it from rest), h f = `−`cosθ is the final height of the

pendulum at some angle θ and hi = `cosθ is the initial height of the pendu-

lum from which it was released.
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The potential energy is a maximum when the pendulum is at θ = θ0 and a

minimum at θ = 0. The kinetic energy is a minimum at θ = θ0 (it is zero) and a

maximum at θ = 0.

What is the velocity at any angle θ along the trajectory of the pendu-
lum? Can we use a small angle approximation for an initial angle of
θ0 = 20◦? How good is this approximation?

We shall generalise equation (4.3) to consider the velocity at any point,

not just at the bottom (where the velocity is a maximum).

The difference in height of the pendulum and its maximum position is

always ∆y = y f − yi = `−`cosθ− (`−`cosθ0) = `cosθ0 −`cosθ. From

equation (4.5), and noting that vi = 0, we have

1

2
mv2

f +mg (`cosθ0 −`cosθ) = 0 (4.6)

which gives

v2
f ≡ v2

f (θ) = 2g`(cosθ−cosθ0), (4.7)

for all angles θ and θ0.

We can further invoke the small angle approximation for cosθ which

states that

cosθ = 1− θ2

2!
+O (θ3). (4.8)

Equation (4.7) is thus approximately

v2
f ≈ 2g`

(
1− θ2

2
−1+ θ2

0

2

)
= g`

(
θ2

0 −θ2) . (4.9)

How accurate is the small angle approximation for an angle of 20◦? Let’s

look at the specific case of θ = 0 where the pendulum is at its lowest point.

Since we have used the small angle approximation, we must convert our

angle to radians. Taking the ratio of the approximate velocity ṽ f using
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equation (4.9) and the exact velocity using equation (4.7), we have

ṽ2
f (0)

v2
f (0)

≈ (20 π
180 )2

2(cos0−cos20 π
180 )

=⇒ ṽ

v
≈ 1.005. (4.10)

This represents a 0.5% difference between the exact velocity and approx-

imate velocity using the small angle approximation.

4.3 (Optional): Equation of motion

In year 2 classical mechanics, you will learn that specifying the kinetic energy

and potential energy of most systems is enough to derive the equation of mo-

tion. The equation of motion of a pendulum of arbitrary amplitude can be

derived as

θ̈(t )+ g

`
sinθ = 0. (4.11)

This equation is valid for all initial angles of the pendulum. It is, however, very

difficult to write down the exact solution of this differential equation (the ex-

act solution is in terms of so-called Jacobi elliptic functions, which you do not

learn at any point during your degree). We can, however, make some approx-

imations. Assuming that θ is small (less than around 20◦), we can invoke the

small angle approximation

sinθ ≈ θ. (4.12)

The equation of motion in equation (4.11) simplifies to

θ̈(t )+ g

`
θ = 0. (4.13)

The error in the solution θ is around 1% if the initial angle θ(0) is less than

around 20◦. The error dramatically increases for larger amplitudes and the

approximation no longer holds.

Equation (4.13) has exact solutions

θ(t ) = A sin
(
ωt +ϕ)

, (4.14)

where A is the amplitude of the motion, ω=√
g /` is the natural frequency of

the pendulum and ϕ is a phase shift.
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Oscillations

Consider an object moving under simple harmonic motion.
It’s position as a function of time is x(t ) = A cos

(
ωt +ϕ)

.
Which statements are true?

a) [A] = L, [ω] = T −1

and ϕ is an angle.
b) A is the amplitude and ω
is the frequency of oscillation.

c) ϕ shifts the origin of time
d) If A = B sin x, B is
the amplitude of oscillation.

5.1 Equilibria

Consider a particle subject to a conservative force F such that

U (x) =−U0 cos
(πx

Λ

)
, (5.1)

where U0 > 0 and Λ = 0.1 m. At which points will the particle be in a stable

equilibrium if it had zero velocity?

21
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Which functions are simple harmonic?

a) x(t ) = A sin(ωt ) b) x(t ) = A cos(ωt )+B

c) x(t ) = A cos2(ωt ) d) a train of Gaussians

A stable equilibrium implies that there is no net force acting on the particle,

and that a small perturbation of its position results in a restorative force back

to the original position. The first condition implies that

Fx(x0) =−dU (x0)

dx
= 0. (5.2)

At what positions x is the particle in a stable equilibrium? The particle is in a

stable equilibrium when the potential energy is a minimum. The potential is

a minimum when

cos
(πx

Λ

)
= 1. (5.3)

This implies that
πx

Λ
= 2πn,n ∈Z, (5.4)

such that the points of stable equilibrium are integer (positive and negative)

multiples ofΛ,

x = 2Λn. (5.5)

The force acting on the particle is

F =−dU (x)

dx
=−π

Λ
U0 sin

(πx

Λ

)
. (5.6)

When |x| ¿ Λ/π, the small angle approximation can be used and the force

reduces to something of the form

F ∝−x, (5.7)
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−0.4 −0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4
x [m]

−U0

0

U0

U
(x

)
[a

rb
.u

ni
ts

]

Figure 5.1: The sinusoidal potential (solid, black lines —) in equation (5.1) is
shown as a function of position. The points of stable equilibria on the min-
ima of the potential at x = 0,±2Λ,±4Λ are shown (solid, pink circles). At the
stable equilibria, approximate harmonic potentials are shown (dashed, pur-
ple lines - -). In the vicinity of the stable equilibria, the potential energy in
equation (5.1) is well approximated by a harmonic potential.

which is a restorative force describing simple harmonic motion.

Figure (5.1) shows the potential energy function in equation (5.1) alongside

the approximate harmonic potentials in the vicinity of the stable equilibria.

This is actually very profound: the harmonic oscillator (classical and quan-

tum) is one of the most important models that you will study. What we have

shown is that our periodic, sinusoidal potential can be well-approximated

by a harmonic potential in the vicinity of a point of stable equilibria (about

|x|¿Λ/π).

Almost all potentials (especially in experimental physics) can be modelled as

a harmonic potential in the vicinity of stable equilibria. We do this especially

in quantum mechanics as it is one of few systems for which an analytical so-

lution exists.

(Optional): Proof of stable/unstable equilibria

The second condition can be described mathematically. Let us consider an

initially small, time-dependent perturbation ξ(t ) about an equilibrium point
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x0, such that the position of the particle is

x(t ) = x0 +ξ(t ). (5.8)

From Newton’s second law,

F (x) = mẍ(t ) = mξ̈(t ) =−dU [x0 +ξ(t )]

dx
. (5.9)

Taylor expanding about x0, in increasing powers of ξ, gives

mξ̈(t ) =−dU (x0)

dx
−ξd2U (x0)

dx2
+O (ξ2). (5.10)

Equation (5.2) tells us that the first term in the Taylor expansion is zero, so—to

first order in ξ—we have

ξ̈+ ξ

m

d2U (x0)

dx2
= 0. (5.11)

If d2U (x0)
dx2 < 0, the solutions to the differential equation are exponentials of the

form

ξ(t ) = Aeαt +Be−αt , (5.12)

where

α=
√

− 1

m

d2U (x0)

dx2
. (5.13)

As t → ∞ (i.e., as the system evolves in time), ξ grows larger without bound

and the solution never returns to the neighbourhood of the stable equilibrium

x0. This is referred to as an unstable equilibrium.

On the other hand, if d2U (x0)
dx2 > 0 (which is what we have), the solution ξ(t ) is

simple harmonic, i.e.,

ξ(t ) = A sin(ωt )+B cos(ωt ), (5.14)

where

ω=
√

1

m

d2U (x0)

dx2
. (5.15)

As t →∞, ξ does not grow without bound and remains in a neighbourhood of

x0. This is referred to as a stable equilibrium.
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6.1 Types of orbit

All orbits are conic sections — the intersection of the surface of a cone with a

plane. The conic sections are circles, ellipses, parabolae and hyperbolae.

The equation of a circle is

x2 + y2 = a2, (6.1)

where a is the length of the semi-major axis. The equation of an ellipse is

x2

a2
+ y2

b2
= 1, (6.2)

where b is the length of the semi-minor axis (if a = b, this reduces to the equa-

tion of a circle). The equation for a parabola is

y2 = 4ax. (6.3)

The equation of hyperbola is

x2

a2
− y2

b2
= 1, (6.4)

noting the sign difference with an ellipse.
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We also (heuristically) define the eccentricity ε of a conic section as the de-

viation of a conic section is from being circular — the eccentricity uniquely

defines the shape of a conic section. For a circle, ε= 0; for an ellipse, ε ∈ (0,1);

for a parabola, ε= 1 and for a hyperbola, ε> 1. In the limiting case ε→∞, we

get a line.

Figure (6.1) shows the four conic sections. Mathematically, the hyperbola fea-

tures two symmetric curves, although only one is shown in the figure. We say

that the orbiting body occupies one of the curves, and the other curve is just

its mathematical image.

Circle Ellipse

Parabola

Hyperbola

Figure 6.1: The four conic sections are shown. In a small region, the conic
sections are approximately equal to each other. Outside of this region, they
behave in very different ways.

We can also look at energy arguments of each trajectory by examining figure

(6.1). We typically use the specific kinetic and potential energies in orbital

mechanics, which are the typical equations divided by mass (so have units of

energy per unit mass). In other words, the specific kinetic energy is

ET = 1

2
v2, (6.5)

and the specific (gravitational) potential energy is

EP =−GM

r
. (6.6)
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Which conic section corresponds to an orbit with a
total characteristic energy E = ET +EP > 0?

a) Circle b) Ellipse

c) Parabola d) Hyperbola

The total specific energy is the sum of kinetic and potential energies, i.e.,

E = ET +EP = 1

2
v2 − GM

r
= const. (6.7)

Let us look at the three cases of the sign of E .

1. Case I: E = 0 =⇒ 1
2 v2 = GM

r . We identify this as the minimum kinetic

energy required to escape the gravitational potential of a massive body.

Looking back at our diagram of the conic sections in figure (6.1), we

identify this as the ellipse with eccentricity ε= 1.

If we had any more energy, we would follow hyperbolic orbits. If we had

less energy, we would follow elliptical orbits (or circular if r = a). Thus

immediately we can predict the types of orbit for E > 0 and E < 0.

2. Case II: E > 0 implies a hyperbolic orbit and

3. Case III: E < 0 implies an elliptical orbit (with a circular orbit being a

special case of this).

The total characteristic energy tells us whether we have an excess or too little

energy to escape from a massive body.
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Sam Wann goes on a tour of the Solar System. He starts with the Moon,
where he has fun experiencing the low gravity where gM ≈ 1.6 m s−2.
He crouches as low as his spacesuit allows, which lowers his centre of
gravity by 20 cm, jumps vertically, and reaches a height of 1.2 m above
the ground.

He is looking forward to do the same when he will be on a remarkable
asteroid he is planning to visit. The asteroid has a radius of 2.0 km and
is perfectly spherical, where g A = 1.1×10−3 m s−2. If he were to do this,
would he be at risk of reaching the escape speed at the surface of this
asteroid?

The escape speed is the minimum energy Sam Wann requires to escape

the orbit of the asteroid of mass MA and radius RA, i.e., the specific total

energy
1

2
v2

escape,A −
GMA

RA
= 0 =⇒ v2

escape,A = 2GMA

RA
. (6.8)

The mass of the asteroid is given by the definition of the acceleration due

to gravity

g A = GMA

RA
=⇒ MA = g AR2

A

G
. (6.9)

The escape speed in terms of the acceleration due to gravity on the as-

teroid and the radius of the asteroid is therefore

v2
escape,A = 2g ARA. (6.10)

Given g A = 1.1×10−3 m s−2 and RA = 2.0×103, vescape = 2.1 m s−1.

We then must compare this speed to the maximum speed Sam obtains

when he jumps on this asteroid. The motion of the jump is described by

two forces: the upwards force F imparted by Sam’s legs on the ground,

and the force due to his weight mg A which acts in the opposite direction.

A free-body diagram shows these forces clearly.

The vertical acceleration on the asteroid is therefore

ay,A = F

m
− g A. (6.11)
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Assuming the force F to be constant throughout the jump, we can de-

scribe Sam’s jump speed using

v2
jump,A = 2

(
F

m
− g A

)
s, (6.12)

where s = 20 cm is the displacement of his centre of mass.

What is F /m? We can find an equivalent expression on the moon, as-

suming that his mass doesn’t change and that the force he exerted by his

legs is the same. Therefore,

v2
squat,M = 2

(
F

m
− gM

)
s. (6.13)

Sam extends from his deep squat, with some final velocity v2
squat,M, and

goes immediately into a jump of height h. The initial velocity of the jump

is v2
squat,M, and the final velocity is 0. This second part of the dynamics is

described by another equation of constant acceleration,

0 = v2
squat,M −2gM h. (6.14)

Combining equations (6.13) and (6.14) gives an expression for F /m in

quantities which we know

F

m
=

(
1+ h

s

)
gM . (6.15)

We can now determine the speed of the jump on the asteroid using equa-

tion (6.12) as

v2
jump,A = 2

[(
1+ h

s

)
gM − g A

]
s

= 2

[(
1+ 1.2

0.2

)
1.6−1.1×10−3

]
·0.2

=⇒ vjump,A = 2.1 m s−1.

(6.16)

The escape speed vescape,A = 2.1 m s−1 and Sam’s jumping speed vjump,A =
2.1 m s−1 are the same to 2 significant figures. Sam better be careful.
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Let us consider two points of Sam’s body, one at a distance r of the cen-
tre of Jupiter and one at at distance r +δr . Assuming that these two
points have the same mass, the magnitude of their gravitational accel-
eration is, respectively, a and a −δa. Show that

δa ≈ 2Gm J
δr

r 3
,

where m J is the mass of Jupiter, and find an order of magnitude esti-
mation for δa.

δa is the difference in the acceleration due to gravity between two points

on Sam’s body. It is exactly given as

δa = Gm J

r 2
− Gm J

(r +δr )2
. (6.17)

We can pull out a common factor of 1
r 2 if we factorise the second fraction

as
(r +δr )2 = r 2 +δr 2 +2δr · r

= r 2
(
1+ δr 2

r 2
+ 2δr

r

)
=

(
1+ δr

r

)2

.

(6.18)

Thus,

δa = Gm J

r 2

1+ 1(
1+ δr

r

)2

 . (6.19)

A health warning arises here: r will be a very large number. δr will, by

definition, be very small as δr /r ¿ 1. If you attempt to put values of

these into a standard calculator, you will most likely run into memory

and rounding issues. [This issue also arises in special relativity with the

ratio v/c ¿ 1]. We must therefore use a binomial approximation to re-

move such issues.
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We note that (1+δr /r )2 ≈ 1+2δr /r for small |δr /r |. Equation (6.19) re-

duces to

δa ≈ Gm J

r 2

[
1+ 1

1+ 2δr
r

]
, (6.20)

and simplifies easily to

δa ≈ 2Gm J
δr

r 3
, (6.21)

as required.

What is an order of magnitude estimation for δa? Let δr ∼ 1 m, m J ∼ 1027

kg, r = r J ∼ 108 m and G ∼ 10−11 m3 kg−1 s−2. Then,

δa ∼ 10−11 ·1027 ·100

(108)3
= 10−7 m s−2. (6.22)

This change in acceleration from the top and bottom of Sam is insuffi-

cient to wake him upon his approach to Jupiter.

[However, this acceleration is detectable by precision interferometers used

to measure g on Earth. It is of a similar order of magnitude of the gravi-

tational attraction between the Moon, a point on the Earth’s surface, and

the Earth’s centre of gravity. This difference is responsible for tidal forces.

Whilst insignificant to us, acceleration changes of this order are impor-

tant for other physical effects.]
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6.2 Approximations in physics

Many problems in physics are analytically intractable — it is either impossible

or very difficult to proceed without a computer. In order to make progress

with some calculations in physics, we make use of approximations. There are

two main approximations used in physics: i) the binomial approximation and

ii) the Taylor or Maclaurin series expansion.

You will often not be told if a solution requires an approximation to proceed.

You will, however, gain an intuition about when to use one.

Binomial approximation

You will sometimes meet the Binomial approximation in special relativity and

in orbital mechanics. The binomial expansion states that

(1+x)α ≈ 1+αx (6.23)

if |x| < 1 and |αx|¿ 1. Figure (6.2) shows the polynomial (1+x)
1
2 and its bino-

mial approximation 1+ 1
2 x over the domain x ∈ [0,10]. It can be seen that the

approximation fails for |x| > 1 with increasing error.

x

y

1+ 1
10 x

(1+x)
1

10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
0

1

2

Figure 6.2: The polynomial (1+ x)
1

10 and its binomial approximation 1+ 1
10 x

are shown over a range x ∈ [0,8]. The two curves match well for small values
of x.

Proof

The function

f (x) = (1+x)α, (6.24)
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where x,α ∈C, can be expressed as a Maclaurin series

f (x) =
∞∑

n=0

f (n)(0)

n!
x! = f (0)x0 + f ′(0)x1 + f ′′(0)x2 + f ′′′(0)x3 +·· · . (6.25)

Then,

(1+x)α = 1+αx + 1

2
α(α−1)x2 + 1

6
α(α−1)(α−2)x2 +·· · . (6.26)

If and only if |x| < 1 and |αx|¿ 1, the series can be truncated so

(1+x)α = 1+αx +O (x2). (6.27)

Sometimes, expressions which satisfy |x| < 1 and |αx|¿ 1 reduce to zero if we

only retain the first two terms of the series expansion. In these cases, we need

to move to terms quadratic in x to avoid this trivial solution.

You typically meet binomial approximations in planetary motion, astrophysics,

cosmology and special relativity.

Notation

When dealing with approximations, the equation (1+ x)α ≈ 1+αx is correct

(with an approximation sign). The equation (1+ x)α = 1+αx +O (x2) is exact.

We use O (·) to mean ‘terms of the order of blah’ in this context, so by definition

it includes all terms in its expansion. You can also use +·· · rather than O (·) to

indicate more terms in the expansion, and this also is a statement of equality.

Small angle approximation

Recall the Maclaurin series for sinθ

sinθ = θ− θ3

3!
+ θ5

5!
−O (θ7), (6.28)

where θ is strictly measured in radians 1. Then, if θ is small,

sinθ ≈ θ. (6.29)

Typically, if θ/ 20◦, then the approximation is correct to within 1%.

1Indeed, in calculus, all trigonometric functions require use of radians
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Similarly,

cosθ ≈ 1− θ2

2!
, (6.30)

and

tanθ ≈ θ. (6.31)

You typically meet small angle approximations in simple harmonic motion.
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Waves and Optics 1

7.1 Standing and travelling waves

A standing wave is one where the peak amplitude does not move in time (but

is free to oscillate in time about an equilibrium position). A travelling wave

is one where the peak amplitude moves in time. Two travelling waves of the

same angular frequency, but travelling in different directions, form a standing

wave when linearly superimposed.

A travelling wave has a displacement of the form

y(t , x) = A cos(kx −ωt ), (7.1)

where A is the amplitude of oscillation, k is the wave number (or wave vector

in multiple dimensions) andω is the angular frequency of the wave. Since cos

is periodic with period 2π, we can derive the wavelength and period of this

wave. If we move one wavelength λ along the x axis, we get the same value for

the displacement back (this is the definition of periodicity). It is therefore true

that
y(t , x) = A cos(kx −ωt )

y(t , x +λ) = A cos(k(x +λ)+ωt ).
(7.2)

When y(t , x) = y(t , x +λ), we require that

k(x +λ)−ωt = kx −ωt +2π, (7.3)

35
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thus

kλ= 2π. (7.4)

The same argument holds when considering the period t +T to findωT = 2π.

Imaging now an observer running along the x-axis with the travelling wave.

The speed of the wave is the speed the observer needs to travel at to observe

no wave motion in their frame of reference. The observer’s position is thus

x = v t . This is a Gallilean transformation! Since x → x + v t to find the dis-

placement that the observer measures

y(t , x) = A cos(k(x + v t )−ωt ) = A cos(kx − t (ω−kv)). (7.5)

If the displacement of the wave does not vary as the observer moves, then

there can be no time-dependence. This must mean that ω−kv = 0 to elimi-

nate t . Then,

v = ω

k
= f λ. (7.6)

7.2 Modelling a vibrating string

NB: You do not need to be able to do this derivation. In the tutorial, I demon-

strated that it is often useful to decompose functions into a series of sine and

cosine terms, which evolve like standing waves in time. You will learn the for-

malism of Fourier series in your mathematics courses.

Boundary conditions

When I am doing computational physics, I almost always care about the ini-

tial or boundary conditions of my problem (e.g., where in space it starts, with

what velocity, whether the boundary is periodic, etc.).p

Let’s consider a finite vibrating string which satisfies the wave equation

ut t = c2uxx , (7.7)

where x ∈ (0,L) and t > 0. The solution to this partial differential equation

(PDE) is u(t , x), i.e., a function which varies spatially and temporally. I may

know information about this function at t = 0 (i.e., before it starts evolving as

per the PDE)

u(0, x) = f (x). (7.8)
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I may also know information about the initial velocity at which the string is

plucked (or otherwise displaced)

ut (0, x) = g (x). (7.9)

Equations (7.8) and (7.9) tell us about the initial shape and instantaneous ve-

locity of the string.

We might want to fix one or two points on the string for all time, or to specify a

force acting on those endpoints. We can use boundary conditions of the form

u(t ,0) = h1(t ), u(t ,L) = h2(t ), ∀t , (7.10)

where, in this case, h1 and h2 are (possibly time-dependent) amplitudes of the

string at the endpoints.

Which function gives rise to u(t ,0) = u(t ,L) = 0 ∀t?

a) ∼ sin x b) ∼ cos x

c) ∼ sin x cos x d) ∼ x

Fourier series

Fourier series are basically the wave and circular equivalent of Taylor series

for polynomials. They are a way to represent periodic functions 1 as a sum of

sin and/or cos waves. For a function f (x) with period 2L,

f (x) = 1

2
a0 +

∞∑
n=1

[
an cos

(nπx

L

)
+bn sin

(nπx

L

)]
, (7.11)

1You can sometimes use Fourier transforms on problems which are non-periodic, al-
though you will then introduce periodicity into the problem.
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where

an = 1

L

∫ 2L

0
f (x)sin

(nπx

L

)
dx (7.12)

and

bn = 1

L

∫ 2L

0
f (x)cos

(nπx

L

)
dx. (7.13)

The term 1
2 a0 is the average value (sometimes referred to as the 0th harmonic)

of f (x) over its period, i.e., 〈 f (x)〉 = 1
2L

∫ 2L
0 f (x)dx. The infinite series in equa-

tion (7.11) then builds upon this average (or, ‘initial guess’ of the form of f (x))

by adding successive sin and cos functions to find the true approximation (or

equality if the sum is infinite) for f (x). Remember that these equations are for

a period of T = 2L — if you wanted to half the period then you must substitute

T /2 = L.

Modelling the plucked string

Let’s say we pluck a guitar string of length L by a height h at some position

x = d along the body of a guitar, as shown in figure (7.1). We wish to find an

equation for the time evolution of the triangular wave, in terms of sine and

cosine functions. In other words, we wish to decompose the triangular string

into a number of individual modes, which add to give the overall shape of the

string. The guitar string is fixed to both ends of the guitar, leading to a bound-

ary condition of the form sin(nπ/L), where n are the number of antinodes.

0 d L
x [m]

0

h

y
[m

]

Figure 7.1: The expected triangular shape of the guitar string of length L,
plucked a height h at a distance d along the string.
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We can construct the transverse displacement of the string using the Fourier

series

y(t , x) =
N∑

n=1
[An cos(ωn t )+Bn sin(ωn t )]sin

(nπx

L

)
, (7.14)

where we have decomposed the function into sine and cosine waves as per

equation (7.11) and applied the boundary conditions for each mode that we

are decomposing the string into. We identify the frequency of each mode as

ωn = 2π
nv

2L
, (7.15)

where v = √
T /µ is the speed of the string with tension T and linear density

µ. We identify ωn as the natural frequencies of each mode. The Fourier co-

efficients An and Bn are associated with the initial displacement and initial

velocity, respectively, and are given by

An = 2

L

∫ L

0
y(0, x)sin

(nπ

L

)
dx, (7.16)

and

Bn = 2

ωnL

∫ L

0
u(0, x)sin

(nπ

L

)
dx. (7.17)

Given that the initial velocity of the string is 0, we immediately have that Bn =
0∀n. Given also that An is simply the integral over two straight lines from

figure (7.1), one has that

An = 2h

n2π2

L2

d(L−d)
sin

(
nπd

L

)
. (7.18)

What happens as n → ∞? We observe that the frequency ωn increases and

that each successive mode we add gets smaller in amplitude—eventually we

can truncate our Fourier series (much like we can truncate a Taylor series).

The Fourier series expansion of the string at t = 0 in equation (7.14) is thus

y(t = 0, x) =
N∑

n=1
An sin

(nπx

L

)
. (7.19)

This initial wave function then evolves via the wave equation.

Figure (7.2) shows some examples of what terms in the summation in equa-

tion (7.19) look like. The summation of these modes produces an approxi-
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0 1 2 3
x [m]

0.00

0.25

0.50

0.75

y
[m

]

Figure 7.2: 4 modes in the summation in equation (7.19) are shown. The am-
plitude of each mode decreases as n increases.

0 1 2 3
x [m]

0.0

0.5

1.0

y
[m

]

Figure 7.3: 4 modes in the summation in equation (7.19) are shown. The am-
plitude of each mode decreases as n increases. Even at n = 4, the triangular
shape we require starts to appear. This blows my mind!

mation for the shape of our guitar string, entirely in terms of sine and cosine

functions. The approximation is shown in figure (7.3).

And that is it! We have decomposed the guitar string into a series of sine and

cosine waves, adding modes of successively smaller amplitudes, which form

a triangular shape. Our standing waves can be linearly superimposed to form

a triangular wave, which we can then propagate forward in time.
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Circuits

8.1 Power

The power is the energy dissipated (or work done W ) per unit time. The elec-

trical power produced by an electric current I consisting of a charge Q passing

through an electrical potential V every t seconds is

P = W

t
= W

Q

Q

t
= IV. (8.1)

In order to introduce geometry to circuit problems, we typically resort to the

resistivity of the circuit, which is geometry-dependent. The resistivity ρ of a

wire of cross-sectional area A, length ` and resistance R is

ρ = R A

`
(8.2)

i.e., the resistance of the wire is inversely proportional to its cross-sectional

area, i.e., the resistance is also dependent upon the geometry. A smaller area

gives rise to a larger resistance.

In the case of resistive loads, we can substitute Ohm’s law V = I R into equa-

tion (8.1) to give

P = I 2R. (8.3)

41
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When discussing resistive circuits using equation (8.3), this power is strictly

the power dissipated by a resistor of resistance R when a current I is flowing

through it—this power strictly concerns energy which is converted from elec-

trical to thermal energy, over some time t . Equation (8.3) is also idealised, and

assumes that all electrical energy is turned into heat. This effect is known as

Joule heating.

8.2 Internal resistance

The internal resistance r is a small (but sometimes non-negligible) amount

of resistance inside cells and batteries, opposing the flow of current. Internal

resistance is a source of heat loss in a circuit.

The terminal potential difference across the circuit (i.e., the input voltage) is

thus dependent upon the electromotive force E of the battery and the poten-

tial difference across the resistor I r , i.e.,

V = E − I r. (8.4)

A smaller internal resistance r means that the battery can supply more current

for the same V −E . Internal resistance is an important design consideration

in engineering applications.

Which terminal p.d. and internal resistance does the national grid require?

a) low terminal p.d., low r b) low terminal p.d., high r

c) high terminal p.d., low r d) high terminal p.d., high r
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Waves and Optics 3

9.1 Phasors

Let’s consider the wave functionΨ(t , x) =ψ0eiθ(t ,x), whereψ0 is the amplitude

of the wave and θ(t , x) = kx−ωt+φ is the phase of the wave at a fixed position

x at time t , with initial phaseφ at x = 0 and t = 0. In the complex plane, we can

represent this wave function as a vector Ψ(t , x) of magnitude ψ0 at an angle

θ from the real axis. The vector Ψ(t , x) precesses at an angular frequency ω

around a circle of radius ψ0, as shown in figure (9.1a). This is a phasor.

For a single wave, the phasor representation is perhaps not as useful as the al-

gebraic equation. The power of phasors arises when we have multiple waves,

perhaps with different amplitudes, as shown in figure (9.1b).

Let the phasor Ψ1(t , x) =ψ0eiθ1 and the phasor Ψ2(t , x) =ψ0eiθ2 , i.e., the two

wave functions have the same magnitude but different phases. From the di-

agram, we can see that Ψ1 leads Ψ2 by around 50 degrees. Since these wave

functions satisfy the linear wave equation, we can form a linear superposition

of them to form another wave function (which also satisfies the wave equa-

tion)

Ψ3(t , x) =Ψ1(t , x)+Ψ2(t , x) =ψ0eiθ1 +ψ0eiθ2 =ψ0

[
eiθ1 +eiθ2

]
. (9.1)
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ψ0

ReΨ

ImΨ

θ

ω

(a) The Argand diagram shows a vec-
tor Ψ(t , x) of magnitude ψ0, oriented
at an angle θ(t , x) from the real axis.
The vector precesses about a circle of
radius ψ0 at an angular frequency ω.

ψ0

ψ0

ψ3

ReΨ

ImΨ

θ2
θ1

θ3

(b) Two phasors of magnitude ψ0 and
angle θ1 and θ2 are shown. The linear
superposition of the two phasors is
shown with amplitude ψ3 and phase
θ3.

Then,
Ψ3 =ψ0

[
eiθ1 +eiθ2

]
= 2ψ0eiθ3 cos

(
δ

2

)
=ψ3eiθ3 ,

(9.2)

where we have defined the new amplitude, phase and phase difference

ψ3 = 2ψ0 cos

(
δ

2

)
,

θ3 = 1

2
(θ1 +θ2),

δ= θ2 −θ1,

(9.3)

respectively. The linear superposition continues to precess with frequency ω.

When is the phase difference δ a constant? Clearly: if the waves are coher-

ent. If the waves were not coherent, then the phase difference and angular

frequency would vary as a function of time, but we could still represent its re-

sultant wave as a phasor—phasors work for coherent and incoherent waves.
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Calculate the resultant of two coherent waves that are 2π/3 out of phase.

Let us write the wave functions as

Ψ1(t , x) =ψ0 cos(kx −ωt ), (9.4)

and

Ψ2(t , x) =ψ0 cos
(
kx −ωt +φ)

, (9.5)

where we have identified the initial phase as φ= 2π/3 (but we shall keep

this derivation as general as possible, and substitute the value for the

initial phase at the end).

Let kx −ωt = p, then,

Ψ3(t , x) =Ψ1(t , x)+Ψ2(t , x) =ψ0
[
cos

(
p

)+cos
(
p +φ)]

. (9.6)

Using the double angle formula,

Ψ3(t , x) =ψ0
[
cos

(
p

)+cos
(
p

)
cos

(
φ

)− sin
(
p

)
sin

(
φ

)]
=ψ0

[
(1+cos

(
p

)
)cos

(
p

)− sin
(
p

)
sin

(
φ

)]
.

(9.7)

Noting that φ= 2π/3, and substituting p = kx −ωt back, one has

Ψ3(t , x) =ψ0

[
1

2
cos(kx −ωt )−

p
3

2
sin(kx −ωt )

]
. (9.8)

An alternative method is to use the A = A+B −B trick to write

Ψ3(t , x) =ψ(kx −ωt +φ/2−φ/2)+ψ(kx −ωt +φ/2+φ/2), (9.9)
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and define q = kx −ωt +φ/2 and α=φ/2, such that

Ψ3(t , x) =ψ0
[
cos

(
q +α)+cos

(
q −α)]

= 2ψ0 cos
(
q
)

cos(α)

= 2ψ0 cos
(
q
)

cos
(
φ/2

)
=ψ0 cos

(
q
)

=ψcos
(
kx −ωt + π

3

)
,

(9.10)

where we have noted that cos(π/3) = 1/2, and this is equivalent to equa-

tion (9.9).
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Electromagnetism 1

10.1 Linear superposition of charges

The linear superposition of charges states that every charge in space creates a

local electric field at that point, independent of other charges, and the resul-

tant electric field is the summation of the electric field due to the individual

charges. Figure (10.1) shows a distribution of four charges, of the order of µC.

Let us try and calculate the magnitude of the electric field at location C . By

the linear superposition of electric fields,

EC = EA−C +EB−C +EC−C +ED−C , (10.1)

where the notation EA−C reads as ‘the electric field at location C due to the

charge at A’.

x
+1µC +2µC +3µC +4µC

1m

A B C D

Figure 10.1: A one dimensional distribution of charges is shown. The magni-
tude of the charge increases from left to right. Each charge is separated by a
distance of 1 m.
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Study figure (10.1). What is the magnitude of the electric field
at C , due to charge C , i.e., |EC−C |?

a) 0 b) kq

c) ∞ d) not enough info (yet!)

Determine the magnitude of the electric field at C .

We must remember that the electric field due to a point charge (or ob-

jects with spherical symmetry) is given by

E(r) = kQ

r 2
êr , (10.2)

where k = 1/4πε0 is the electrostatic constant and êr is a unit vector

pointing radially away from the charge.

At the point C , the charge experiences the field EC−C , but does not con-

tribute to it. Equation (10.2) tells us that the electric field is infinity at

this point (as r → 0). However, since the charge does not contribute to

the total electric field at this point, EC−C = 0.

The contribution of the electric fields due to the other charges are sim-

pler to deal with. We must pay attention to the sign of the electric field

due to the charge at D—its position unit vector êr acts towards C so it

must be negative.
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From equation (10.1), and using the data from figure (10.1),

EC = k

Q A
r 2

A−C êr + k

QB
r 2

B−C êr +0− k

QD
r 2

D−C êr

=⇒ |EC | = k

[
10−6

22
+ 2×10−6

12
+0− 4×10−6

12

]
=−7

4
k µN C−1

=−2×104 N C−1.

(10.3)

This result makes sense—the dominant electric field is due to the charge

at D .

What is the force on the charge C ? This is simply Coulomb’s law

|F| = k
|q1 ·q2|

r 2
, (10.4)

or,

|F| = qC |EC | = −6×104 N (10.5)
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+q

+q

+q

+q

+q

+q

R
✖

Figure 10.2: A hexagonal distribution of positive point charges of charge +q .
The point charges lie on the vertices of the hexagon of side length R.

Let us now apply the principle of the linear superposition of electric fields to

another problem. Consider the hexagonal distribution of charges in figure

(10.2).

Study figure (10.2). What is the net electric field at the centre (×) in this system?

a) E = kq(êx + êy ) b) E = 0

c) E = kq êy d) E = 0 êy

By symmetry, all charges cancel, so the net force at the centre is E = 0.
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Suppose the bottom charge was removed in figure (10.2).
What is the net electric field at the centre (×) in this system?

a) E = 2kq
R2 êy b) E =−2kq

R2 êy

c) E = kq
R2 êy d) E =−kq

R2 êy

By symmetry, all charges on the left and right, leaving only the contribution

from the top charge, which points towards×. The net electric field is E =−kq
R2 êy .
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10.2 Sketching field lines

Sketching field lines is a common source of mistakes in examinations. Field

line sketches require:

1. correct directions (positive charge to negative charge),

2. field lines to direct radially at the charges,

3. no intersections and

4. the density of lines to be proportional to the magnitude field at that

point.

Strictly speaking, the density of lines is only proportional to the magnitude of

the field in 3D. This is not true in 2D, but we must still convey the fact that

there is a larger density of lines where the field is stronger. This usually means

drawing double the number of field lines for a charge of magnitude 2q com-

pared to a charge of magnitude q .
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Relativity 1

11.1 Proper time and proper length

The proper time τ of a body is the time measured by a clock moving with a

body. In general, for an accelerating system,

dt

dτ
= γ, (11.1)

where

γ= 1√
1+ v2

c2

. (11.2)

Figure (??) shows the Lorentz factor as a function of v/c. In systems of con-

stant velocity, one can integrate equation (11.1) to obtain

∆t = γ∆τ, (11.3)

where∆t is the observed time in the S (unprimed) frame and∆τ is the proper

time in the S′ (primed) frame.

The proper length `? is a bit more difficult to define. Let’s assume there exists

a device (not a ruler!) which measures the x positions of the two ends of the

body at the same time. The proper length is the absolute value of the differ-

ence in position, i.e., the length of the body in its rest frame. The length of a
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0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
β

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

γ(
β

)

Figure 11.1: The Lorentz factor as a function of the relativistic speed is
shown. The asymptote as β→ 1 is also shown as a dashed line.

moving body in the direction of motion is

`= `?

γ
, (11.4)

thus moving bodies are shorter in the direction of motion only. There is no

contraction perpendicular to the motion.

Special relativistic time dilation depends on the acceleration
of the moving clock, even if we are accelerating.

a) True b) False

11.2 Muon problem

Every second, thousands of cosmic rays (hydrogen and helium nuclei) strike

the upper atmosphere of Earth. These interactions create kaons, pions, positrons,
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A length-contracted object isn’t really shorter, it just looks shorter.

a) True b) False

I am in a spaceship. I can measure my velocity without looking outside.

a) True b) False

electrons, neutrons, neutrinos, photons and muons.

Muons are easy to create on Earth, with a half-life of the order of microsec-

onds, before they decay into positrons, electron neutrinos and anti-muon

neutrinos. The mean lifetime of a muon is tmean = 2.2µs1. What does this

timescale mean? Light travels around the Earth around seven times every sec-

ond, so in 2.2µs, light travels around 660 m—a muon travelling at close to the

speed of light would only make it ∼ 1 km below the Earth’s upper atmosphere

before they mostly decayed. However, the distance between the Earth’s sur-

face and upper atmosphere is of the order of 10 km, and we observe lots of

muons on Earth!

Time dilation means that, for muons travelling at 99.5% c, the mean lifetime of

the muon tmean = 2.2µs looks more like 22µs to us (with γ≈ 10)—the muons

travel around 6 km before decaying. Higher energy muons travel at around

99.995% c, so this would look more like 220µs to us (withγ≈ 100)—the muons

1The mean lifetime tmean is related to the half-life of a muon by t1/2 = tmean ln2.
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µ
"The muon is hurtling towards the 

Earth. The human measures the 
muon’s mean lifetime to be ~100 µs. 
The human measures the distance 
travelled by the muon to be ~50 km.

50 km

The muon’s direction of travel, 
as observed by the human.

Figure 11.2: The human’s reference frame is shown. The human has a clock
which measures the mean lifetime of the muon to be ∼ 100µs. The human
measures the distance from the upper atmosphere to the Earth’s surface to
be 50 km. The muon travels towards the Earth (post-global warming).

travel around 60 km before decaying! The problem appears to be solved—the

muons are hurtling towards the Earth, and we observe their mean lifetime to

be dilated due to their high speed. Figure (11.2) shows the schematic of this

refrence frame.

But how do we explain the fact that the muons still only observe their mean

lifetime to be 2.2µs? Remember: a tiny clock on the muon still only observes

its proper time to be 2.2µs. It turns out that whenever you have time dilation

in one reference frame, you must also have length contraction in the other

reference frame—the two effects are not independent.

For the muon, it is the Earth (and its atmosphere) that is hurtling towards it at

99.995% c. The muon is stationary in its reference frame. The muon’s proper

mean lifetime is still 2.2µs. However, the Earth is not travelling a (proper)

length of `? = 50 km towards the muon. It travels a contracted length (in the

frame of the muon)

`= `?

γ
= 50 km

100
= 0.5 km. (11.5)

Thus, by considering both time dilation (the muon’s lifetime is dilated accord-

ing to the Earth) and length contraction (the Earth travels a contracted dis-

tance to reach the muon), the muon problem is solved with no contradictions.
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µ

The Earth is hurtling towards the 
muon. The muon measures the its 
mean lifetime to be ~2.2 µs. The 
muon measures the distance 
travelled by the Earth to be ~0.5 km.

0.5 km

The Earth’s direction of travel, 
as observed by the muon.

Figure 11.3: The muon’s reference frame is shown. The muon has a clock
which measures its mean lifetime of the muon to be ∼ 2.2µs. The muon
measures the distance from itself to the Earth to be 0.5 km. The Earth trav-
els towards the muon.

Figure (11.3) shows the schematic of the length contracted refrence frame.

11.3 Optional: Hafele–Keating Experiment

The effects of time dilation and length contraction are real and experimen-

tally verifiable. The Hafele–Keating experiment of 1971 involved four caesium

atomic clocks which were flown twice around the world on commercial flights

(this is similar to the twin paradox). We will neglect the effects of general rel-

ativistic time dilation (clocks at higher altitude tick faster than clocks on the

Earth’s surface).

We know from equation (11.3) that the proper time measured by the caesium

clocks∆τ is related to the time measured by a clock on Earth (the dilated time)

∆t by the Lorentz factor

γ= 1√
1−β2

, (11.6)

whereβ is the relativistic speed. Sinceβ¿ 1 (commercial aircraft do not travel

at relativistic speeds), one can use the binomial expansion in equation (6.23)
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to approximate the Lorentz factor as

γ= (1−β2)−1/2 ≈ 1+ 1

2
β. (11.7)

You may wonder why we bother doing this. If you were to compute γ exactly

on your calculator, you would probably find that γ = 1.0000000. This is in-

correct, and your calculator has just ran into a memory issue. You must use

the binomial expansion when performing a relativistic calculation for lower

speeds. The time dilation under this approximation is thus

∆t ≈
(
1+ β

2

)
∆τ=

(
1+ v2

2c2

)
∆τ. (11.8)

We wish to measure the difference in times between the caesium clocks on

the aircraft and a clock on the surface of the Earth. In reality, neither is an

inertial frame, but we can assume that the centre of the Earth is approximately

inertial. If we assume that the proper time is that of the Earth’s centre, and

vE = Rω, where R is the radius of the Earth andω is the angular velocity of the

Earth’s rotation, then dilated time on the surface of the earth ∆tS with respect

to the proper time at the Earth’s centre ∆τC is

∆tS =
(
1+ R2ω2

2c2

)
∆τC . (11.9)

The airborne clock travels at a total velocity v = vE + v A, where v A is the ve-

locity of the aircraft. The dilated time on the aircraft ∆tA with respect to the

proper time at the Earth’s centre ∆τC is

∆tA =
(
1+ (Rω+ v A)2

2c2

)
∆τC , (11.10)

where we have assumed that R is approximately the same from the centre

of the Earth to the surface of the Earth, and from the centre of the Earth to

the altitude of the aircraft (to avoid general relativistic corrections). Thus, the

difference in times between the clocks is expected to be

∆tA −∆tS =
(

2Rωv A + v2
A

2c2

)
∆τC . (11.11)

Now, we still want to measure the time dilation with respect to a clock on the

surface with proper time ∆τS , not ∆τC . For this to work, we make a small
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amendment:

∆tA −∆tS =−
(

2Rωv A + v2
A

2c2

)
∆τS , (11.12)

where we have introduced a minus sign as the difference ∆tA −∆tS should be

negative (the aircraft time will fall behind the surface time).

Let’s plug in some numbers. We note that the velocity v A is a vector, and could

be positive or negative. Equation (11.12) suggests that eastward and westward

travel will give a time difference of around −260 ns for the eastbound flight

and around +160 ns for the westbound flight,
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Electromagnetism 2

12.1 Gauss’ law

We use Gauss’ law to solve a limited set of problems in electrostatics with spe-

cial symmetry: spherical, cylindrical or planar. One soon exhausts the prob-

lems that Gauss’ law can be used for!

Gauss’ law relates the electric field E on a real or imaginary surface—the Gaus-

sian surface—to the net charge enclosed by the surface. The electric flux ΦE

is the amount of electric field that ‘pierces’ the Gaussian surface.

12.2 Gaussian surfaces

Gaussian surfaces are (often imaginary) constructs used to help apply Gauss’

law to problems.
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S4

S3

S2

S1

+q

-q

Figure 12.1: Two point charges (of opposing magnitude) are shown. Four
Gaussian surfaces are constructed: surface S1 encloses the positive charge,
surface S2 encloses an empty region of space, surface S3 encloses the nega-
tive charge and surface S4 encloses both charges (and S3).

Study figure (12.1). Which statements below are true?

a) ΦE = Qenc.
ε0

b) Gaussian surfaces enclose
all charges in the problem

c) Charges outside S4 don’t
contribute to the total electric
field inside S4.

d) Charges outside S4 don’t
contribute to the total electric
flux through S4.
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12.3 Earnshaw’s theorem

Let’s consider a set of n fixed point charges q1, q2, · · · , qn in a vacuum, as shown

in figure (12.2). Let E(x) be the electric field produced by these charges, where

x is an arbitrary (possibly 3-dimensional) point in the vacuum. Can we find a

position z such that if a positive charge q > 0 is placed there, it will remain in

a stable equilibrium?

z

S
q1

q2

q3

q4

Figure 12.2: A distribution of n charges q1, · · · , qn are shown. A point, z is la-
belled. A Gaussian surface S encloses the point z.

Study figure (12.2).
In which direction will an electric field E(x) point?

a) always away from z b) always towards z

c) always away from z
except at x = z

d) always towards z
except at x = z
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Divergence and the divergence theorem

[NB: the mathematics in this section is optional.] You will soon meet two the-

orems of vector calculus: the divergence theorem and Stokes’ theorem. These

theorems are very useful for transforming integrals involving vector fields into

something easier to compute. The theorems let you move between line, sur-

face and volume integrals for integrands involving the so-called ‘divergence’

or ‘curl’ of a vector field (which you will be introduced to soon!). We will in-

troduce the divergence theorem now as it provides a simple mathematical de-

scription of Earnshaw’s theorem.

Divergence and divergence theorem

Figure (12.3) shows examples of positive, negative and null divergence of a

vector field F. The divergence of a vector field tells us the extent to which the

field’s flux behaves like a source at a given point in space. Mathematically,

∇·F =
(
∂

∂x
,
∂

∂y
,
∂

∂z

)
·F, (12.1)

i.e., it is the dot product of a vector of first-order partial derivatives evaluated

over the components of the field.

∇·F > 0 ∇·F < 0 ∇·F = 0 ∇·F = 0

Figure 12.3: Examples of positive, negative and null divergence ∇·F of a vec-
tor field F from a central point.
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Consider the vector field F = (x, y, z). Determine its divergence.

∇·F =
(
∂

∂x
,
∂

∂y
,
∂

∂z

)
· (x, y, z)

= ∂

∂x
(x)+ ∂

∂y
(y)+ ∂

∂z
(z)

= 1+1+1

= 3.

(12.2)

A vector field with zero divergence is said to be solenoidal.

Given a continuously differentiable vector field F, the triple integral over a

volume V with a piecewise smooth surface ∂V satisfies∫
V

(∇·F)dV =
∮
∂V

F ·dA, (12.3)

where dA is an infinitesimal surface area element.

What does this mean? If we ‘add up’ (i.e., integrate) all the divergence in a

closed volume of space V (remember, this volume is bounded by its surface,

which we’ve called ∂V ), we get the total flux coming out of that surface ∂V .

There is another important vector theorem—Stokes’ theorem—which lets you

move from surface integrals to line integrals. We will not cover that here.
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By considering the small Gaussian surface S about z and the divergence
theorem, show that a positive test charge at z cannot be in a stable
equilibrium.

The test charge is in a stable equilibrium if:

• the electric force qE(z) acting on q must be zero, so E(z) = 0 and,

• for a small displacement δz of q about z, there exists a restorative

force qE(z+δz) pointing back towards z.

Since we assume that q > 0, E(z+δz) must point towards z for the electric

force on q to be restoring.

Looking at the Gaussian surface in figure (12.2), since E(x) points towards

q for any point x 6= z, it must be the case that∫
S

E ·dA < 0. (12.4)

However, by Gauss’ law,∫
S

E ·dA =
∫

V
∇·EdV = Qenc.

ε0
< 0. (12.5)

This goes against our initial assumption that Qenc. = 0 (as q itself does not

contribute to the electric field E(z). There is therefore no point of stable

equilibrium in an electrostatic field.

Earnshaw’s theorem (1842) has consequences for atomic stability and gives

rise to quantum mechanical descriptions of atomic stability.
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Electromagnetism 3

13.1 Infinite, charged sheet

Let us consider the infinite plane sheet with a uniform charge per unit area σ,

as shown in figure (13.1).

From Gauss’ law, we know that

ΦE =
∮

S
E ·dA = Qenc.

ε0
= σA

ε0
. (13.1)

Since the electric field only acts perpendicular to the surface, there is no flux

coming through the sides of the cylinder (i.e., parallel to the infinite sheet).

The only contributions to the electric flux are through the top and bottom of

the cylindrical Gaussian surface, i.e., ΦE = 2AE . Therefore,

E = σ

2ε0
. (13.2)

An infinite sheet of constant charge creates a constant electric field.

The magnitude of the electric field is independent of the distance from the

sheet d . We can show this by dimensional analysis. The only length scale

in the problem is d , since the sheet is infinite. The electric field is therefore

some function of ε0 (the electrical permittivity is dependent upon ), σ and d ,
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A

Figure 13.1: A segment of an infinitely wide sheet is shown. A cylindrical
Gaussian surface of cross-sectional area A is also shown.

i.e., E ≡ E(ε0,σ,d). Performing dimensional analysis,

E ∝ εα0σ
βdγ

=⇒ [E ] = [εα0σ
βdγ]

=⇒ MLT −2(I T )−1 = [(I T )2(MLT −2)−2L−2]α[L−2I T ]βLγ

=⇒ (α,β,γ) = (−1,1,0).

(13.3)

There is no dependence on the electric field on the length scale d since γ= 0.

Find an equation for the electrical capacitance of a charged sphere by
i) dimensional analysis and ii) through the definiton of capacitance.

i) The capacitance only depends on the geometry of the sphere (i.e., its

radius R). Other length scales are introduced through the permittivity of
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free space ε0. Thus,

C ∝ εα0 Rβ

=⇒ [C ] = [εα0 Rβ]

=⇒ (I T )(ML2)−1 = [(I T )2(MLT −2)−2L−2]αLβ

=⇒ (α,β) = (1,1)

(13.4)

So the equation for capacitance is

C (R) = c0ε0R, (13.5)

where c0 is a constant of proportionality.

ii) We can also build a model using equations that we know. Let us as-

sume first that the charged sphere (of radius a) is made of a charged sur-

face, a gap, and then a smaller charged sphere (of radius b) inside of it (to

form a capacitor). We know that the electric field outside of a charged,

conducting sphere is

E(r ) = Q

4πε0r 2
(13.6)

The voltage between the spheres is

∆V =
∫ b

a

Q

4πε0r 2
dr = Q

4πε0

[
1

a
− 1

b

]
. (13.7)

From the definition of capacitance,

C = Q

∆V
= 4πε0

[
1

a
− 1

b

]−1

. (13.8)

Taking the smaller radius a → R and the larger radius to infinity b →∞,

one finds that

C = 4πε0R. (13.9)

We can identify c0 = 4π from the dimensional analysis.
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Quantum Mechanics 1

14.1 Photoelectric effect

The photoelectric effect is the emission of electrons when photons are inci-

dent upon the surface of a material. Each photon carries energy E = hν, i.e.,

the photon energy is directly proportional to the frequency ν on the electro-

magnetic spectrum. Photons can only ionise an atom on the surface of a ma-

terial if its energy exceeds the binding energy of the electron. The maximum

kinetic energy of such electrons is

Tmax = hν−Φ, (14.1)

where Φ is the work function of the material. The ejected electrons are some-

times called photoelectrons. When hν<Φ, Tmax < 0 and so no photoelectrons

are observed.

The work function is the minimum energy needed to remove an electron from

a solid to a point in the vacuum immediately outside the solid. This is actually

quite far on the atomic scale, but not close enough for the electron to be in-

fluenced by any electric fields in the vacuum. The work function is a surface

effect, and is entirely independent of the bulk of the material.
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Which statements are true?

a) Tmax increases if the light
intensity increases

b) Tmax increases if the light
frequency increases

c) If the light intensity is halved,
the number of photoelectrons
produced is also halved

d) If the light intensity is halved,
the photoelectron speed
reduced by

p
2

14.2 de Broglie wavelength

The de Broglie wavelength λ of a massive particle is related to its (relativistic)

momentum via

λ= h

p
= h

γm0v
, (14.2)

where γ is the Lorentz factor, v is the velocity of the particle and m0 is the rest

mass of the particle.

Let us assume that v ¿ c such that γ is of the order of unity. Then,

λ≈ h

m0v
. (14.3)

It is always more convenient to work in units of eV/c2 in particle physics prob-

lems (this just comes from E = mc2). It is a crime against physics if you con-

vert such masses to kg. There are too many ways to make mistakes if you

convert everything to metres, kilograms and seconds and back again. Round-

ing issues are inevitable when dealing with powers of c. How do we use units

of eV/c2 in our formula for the de Broglie wavelength?

We first recognise that we have our ratio β= v/c = 10−2 (this is a slight restate-

ment of the speed in the question). We can introduce this ratio into equation
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(14.3) such that

λ= hc

m0c2
( v

c

) , (14.4)

where we have balanced factors of c on the top and bottom. We have also

incidentally introduced the factor of c2, which will become useful.

Throughout the tutorial course, I have always said to re-arrange first and then

substitute in numbers. Please prepare yourself as I now break this rule. I

recognise that factors of eV and c2 appear in equation (14.4), but so far I am

unsure how many. Let us check by substituting in ~ = 6.6 × 10−19 eV s and

c = 3.0×108 m s−1

λ= 2π×6.6×10−19 [eV s]×3.0×108 [m s−1]

m0c2
( v

c

) . (14.5)

The constant on the numerator can be evaluated as hc = 1.2×10−6 eV m. I am

now going to perform some mathematical parkour by moving the unit of eV

to the denominator such that

λ= 1.2×10−6 [m](
m0c2

eV

)( v
c

) . (14.6)
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We have now conveniently rearranged our equation to explicitly include masses

in units of eV/c2. Let us use this equation in an example.

Estimate the de Broglie wavelength for (a) a proton and (b) an electron,
when both are moving with speed 10−2c.

[The following values may be helpful: mp = 1 GeV/c2, me = mp /103]

We determine the de Broglie wavelength of the particles using equation

(14.6).

Given that mp = 1 GeV
c2 , this implies that

mp c2

eV
= 109, (14.7)

since 1 GeV = 109 eV. Then,

λp = 1.2×10−6 [m]

109 ·10−2
= 1.2×10−7 µm. (14.8)

We can quickly note that λe = 103λp = 1.2×10−4 µm.

[Aside: we can further note that λe ∼ 10−10 m = 1 Å. This is comparable

to the Bohr radius a0 ∼ 10−11 m—the mean orbital radius of an electron

around the nucleus of a hydrogen atom in its ground state. In the Bohr

model, v/c = 10−2, as we have used. The Bohr radius is a constant widely

used in atomic and molecular quantum mechanics.]

14.3 Blackbody radiation

A blackbody is a surface which absorbs all radiant energy (energy from the

electromagnetic spectrum) incident upon it. Wien’s displacement law tells

us that the spectral radiance of a blackbody per unit wavelength peaks at the

wavelength λmax, given by

λmax = a

T
, (14.9)
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where a is a constant and T is the absolute temperature. Whilst not partic-

ularly important, the spectral radiance is the radiance of a surface per unit

wavelength (or per unit frequency). It should not be confused with spectral

intensity, which is not a surface effect. Spectral radiance as a function of wave-

length is commonly given in units of W sr−1 m−2 nm−1, i.e., watts per steradian

(solid angle) per unit area per unit wavelength.

Wien’s displacement law is actually an entirely quantum mechanical effect.

Let us look at two other descriptions of the spectral radiance: Planck’s law

and the Rayleigh–Jeans law. Planck’s law and the Rayleigh–Jeans law were de-

veloped independently in the early 1900s. The Rayleigh–Jeans law says that

the spectral radiance is

Bλ(T ) = 2ckBT

λ4
, (14.10)

where c is the speed of light and kB is the Boltzmann consant. In the lim-

iting case λ → 0, we see that Bλ → ∞. This implies that as the wavelength

approaches the ultraviolet part of the electromagnetic spectrum, the total en-

ergy output diverges to infinity. Experimental evidence disagreed with this—

it was observed that the spectral emission reaches a maximum and falls as

wavelength decreases, so the total energy output is finite. This divergence

of Bλ is known as the ultraviolet catastrophe. The failure arises in the purely

classical physics derivation of the Rayleigh–Jeans law—it does not consider

quantum mechanics.

Planck’s law states that

Bλ(T ) = 2hc2

λ5

1

exp(hc/λkBT )−1
, (14.11)

which avoids the ultraviolet catastrophe as λ→ 0. Planck’s law is quantum

mechanical as it considers the quantisation of radiation. It is this law which

led to the development of modern quantum theory.

Wien’s approximation of the spectral radiance is

Bλ(T ) = 2hc2

λ5
exp

(
− hc

λkBT

)
, (14.12)

which is very similar to Planck’s law. Wien developed this law many years be-

fore Planck, and was derived before Planck’s introduction of the quantisation

of radiation.
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Figure 14.1: A comparison of the spectral radiance, Bλ is shown as a function
of wavelength, λ ∈ [0,2500]nm, as predicted by the Rayleigh-Jeans law (short
dashes - -, orange), Planck’s law (long dashes – –, pink) and Wien’s law (solid
line —, purple).

Wien’s law and Planck’s law agree in the ultraviolet range. Planck’s law is the

most accurate description of spectral radiation.
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The spectrum of the Sun is approximately a blackbody with surface
temperature T¯ = 5777 K. Consider a star which is the same radius
as the Sun, but with a surface temperature T = 2T¯.

Which of the following are true?

a) The total power radiated
would be twice that of the Sun

b) The colour of the star
would be redder than the Sun

c) λmax would halve
d) The rate at which nuclear
fuel is burnt would double
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Relativity 2

15.1 Lorentz transformations

Let us consider two frames of reference, S and S′ 1. Let the constant relative

speed of the frames be v , and let the axes of each frame point in the same

direction. Finally, let the origin of the S′ frame move along the x-axis of the S

frame. In 1D, there is no relativistic motion in the y and z axes.

Lorentz transforms do not ‘transform‘ coordinates from one frame to another.

Strictly speaking, they tell you the differences ∆x and ∆t of the coordinates in

one frame to the∆x ′ and∆t ′ in another frame. We are interested in the differ-

ence of spacetime coordinates between two events. The Lorentz transforma-

tions are

∆x = γ(∆x ′+ v∆t ′)

∆y =∆y ′

∆z =∆z ′

∆t = γ(∆t ′+ v∆x ′/c2).

(15.1)

1There is nothing special about the primed frame and the unprimed frame. One frame
is no more important than the other. It does not make sense to ask which frame is moving.
In fact, I dislike this notation a lot. You should use meaningful subscripts depending on the
problem at hand (e.g., ‘B‘ for barn, ‘P‘ for pole).
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Lorentz transformations imply the loss of simultaneity, time

dilation and length contraction

The Lorentz transformations are magical. They imply the loss of simultaneity,

time dilation and length contraction:

• Loss of simultaneity: let two events occur simultaneously in a frame

S′, such that (∆x ′,∆t ′) = (∆x ′,0). The Lorentz transformation of ∆t im-

plies that ∆t = γ∆x ′/c2, which is not equal to zero unless ∆x ′ = 0, so the

events do not occur simultaneously in S.

• Time dilation: let two events occur in the same place in S′, such that

(∆x ′,∆t ′) = (0,∆t ′). The Lorentz transformation of ∆t implies that

∆t = γ∆t ′ (15.2)

Since γ ≥ 1, ∆t > ∆t ′, so moving clocks tick slower. This also works for

the inverse transformations.

• Length contraction: let a stick with proper length `? be at rest in S′. Let

length of the stick in the frame S is `. We measure the difference in the

positions of the end of the stick in S such that (∆x,∆t ) = (∆x,0). The

Lorentz transformations imply that ∆x ′ = γ∆x. By definition, ∆x ′ is the

proper length `? and ∆x is the length in S, thus

`= `?/γ, (15.3)

so moving rods appear shorter.

What happens if we interchange the two frames S and S′ (remember, no frame

is more important than the other)? For the case of time dilation, we enforced

that ∆x ′ = 0. We could switch the frames S and S′ and consider the separa-

tion (∆x,∆t ) = (0,∆t ). We need to use the inverse Lorentz transformations, or

simply note that ∆t →∆t ′ and v∆x ′ →−v∆x, such that

∆t ′ = γ(∆t − v∆x/c2). (15.4)

When ∆x = 0, we obtain

∆t ′ = γ∆t . (15.5)
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Compare equation (15.2) and equation (15.5). Is there a contradiction? The

answer is no! We have based these equations on two totally different assump-

tions: equation (15.2) assumes that ∆x ′ = 0 and equation (15.5) assumes that

∆x = 0, and ∆x ′ 6=∆x. The two equations have nothing to do with each other,

and you must be concious of this. The same argument applies to length con-

traction (this is left as an exercise for the reader.)

Spacetime axis contractions

The factor of ux/c2 is not only dimensionally correct (it has dimensions of

time), but corresponds to the lack of synchronisation between clocks in two

different reference frames. Figure (15.1) shows two sets of axes—the primed

axes are moving at a constant velocity away from the unprimed axes. The

effect of moving at a constant, relativistic velocity is that the axes are trans-

formed and ‘squished’ towards each other—this is the Lorentz transformation

in action.

x

ct

ct ′

x ′

v = c

Figure 15.1: A spacetime diagram shows ct as a function of x for the un-
primed frame. Different axes are shown for the primed frame—these axes
are transformed by some amount compared to the unprimed frame. The line
v = c is shown for reference. The primed axes contract following hyperbolic
curves.
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15.2 Relativistic dynamics

In relativistic mechanics, when you double the speed of a particle,
its momentum increases by

a) a factor of 2 b) a factor greater than 2

c) a factor between 1 and 2 d) a factor less than 1

Example of relativistic dynamics: Compton scattering

Compton scattering is an effect of both quantum mechanics and special rel-

ativity. When light interacts with matter, one of a variety of effects may be

observed: Rayleigh scattering, the photoelectric effect, Compton scattering

or pair production. Rayleigh scattering is a low energy effect, whilst pair pro-

duction is a very high energy effect. The probability of one of these scattering

events occuring varies depending upon the energy of the incident radiation

used (you will meet this in stage 3 particle physics). The photoelectric effect

and Compton scattering are similar effects, but are different in some very fun-

damental ways, as we will discover.

Study the Compton scattering diagram in figure (15.2). Let λ be the wave-

length of the incident X-ray and λ′ be the wavelength of the scattered X-ray.

The momenta are thus

p = E

c
= hν

c
= h

λ
,

p ′ = ·· · = h

λ′ ,
(15.6)

since c =λν, where ν is the frequency of the X-ray.

By conservation of momentum,

p = p′+pe , (15.7)
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Rayleigh Photoelectric effect Compton scattering
low energy X-rays high energy X-rays

E = hν
E = hν

E = hν E = hν pe
φ
ϑ

E' = hν'

energy

Figure 15.2: Three scattering effects are shown, in order of the energy of the
X-ray radiation used to trigger those effects. Rayleigh scattering is a low en-
ergy effect. The photoelectric effect is a higher energy effect. Compton scat-
tering is an even higher energy effect. Schematics showing the interaction of
light with matter are shown. Electrons are shown as solid black circles. In the
Compton scattering schematic, the electron before its collision with a pho-
ton is shown in a dashed grey circle.

where p is the momentum of the incoming X-ray, p′ is the momentum of the

scattered X-ray and pe is the momentum of the electron. Squaring both sides

gives
p2

e = p2 +p ′2 −2p ·p′

= p2 +p ′2 −2pp ′ cosϑ,
(15.8)

where ϑ is the scattering angle of the X-ray.

Before the collision, the electron has rest energy E0 = m0c2. After the collision,

the electron has energy E =
√

E0 +p2
e c2. Conservation of energy thus implies

pc +E0 = p ′c +
√

E0 +p2
e c2. (15.9)

Collecting terms with c and squaring both sides yields

c2(p −p ′)+E 2
0 +2E0c(p −p ′) = E 2

0 +p2
e c2. (15.10)

Cancelling E 2
0 and dividing through by c2 gives

p2
e = p2 +p ′2 −2pp ′+ 2E0(p −p ′)

c
. (15.11)

Combining equation (15.8) and equation (15.11) gives

E0(p −p ′)
c

= pp ′ cosϑ. (15.12)
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Multiplying each term by hc/pp ′E0 and using λ= h/p gives

λ−λ′ = hc

E0
(1−cosϑ). (15.13)

From here, using E0 = m0c gives the usual Compton scattering equation for

the difference in wavelength ∆λ ≥ 0 between the incoming photon and the

scattered photon

∆λ=λ−λ′ = h

m0c
(1−cosϑ). (15.14)

Compton scattering is different to the photoelectric effect insofar that:

• the photon and electron are both scattered and that

• the electron is a free particle (its potential energy is zero everywhere) so

has a continuum of energy levels.

These key differences help answer why a photon cannot transfer all of its en-

ergy to a free particle. Let’s prove this statement more formally.

Let’s assume that a photon can transfer all its energy to a free particle. This

statement is made via energy conservation

hν+m0c2 = m0c2 +T, (15.15)

where T is the kinetic energy of the electron after the collision with a photon.

Cancelling the m0c2 terms in equation (15.15) yields

T = hν= hc

λ
= pe c. (15.16)

The relativistic energy of the electron is

Ee =
√

(m0c2)2 + (pc)2

=⇒ (m0c2 +T )2 = (m0c2)2 + (pc)2

=⇒ (m0c2)2 +T 2 +2Tm0c2 = (m0c2)2 + (pc)2

=⇒ p2
e c2 +2pe cm0c2 = p2

e c2

=⇒ 2pe cm0 = 0.

(15.17)

Since c and m0 cannot be equal to zero, this implies that pe = 0, which implies

that λ→∞. This is inconsistent so a photon cannot transfer all its energy to a

free electron, as postulated in equation (15.15).
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Electromagnetism 4

16.1 Ampère’s law

Ampère’s circuital law relates the total magnetic field along an arbitrary, closed

loop C to the electric current passing through an open surface bounded by the

loop. In integral form, Ampère’s law is∮
C

B ·d`=µ0

∫
S

J ·dS =µ0Ienc., (16.1)

where d` is an infintesimal line segment of the curve C ; dS is an infinitesminal

area segment of the surface S, in the direction of the normal to S; µ0 is the

permeability of free space and Ienc. is the current passing through the surface

S.
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Collisions, Conservation and Fields

17.1 Buoyancy

Let’s consider a cube of density ρB and sides of length L floating in a liquid of

density ρL > ρB, as shown in figure (17.1).

L

x

(L - x)
liquid

block

Figure 17.1: A cube is floating in a liquid. A length x of the cube is above the
surface of the liquid and a length (L−x) is below the surface of the liquid.

What fraction of the block’s volume is above the surface of the liquid? Let us

look at the buoyant force acting on the block

FB = ρV g , (17.1)

where

ρ = m

V
. (17.2)
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The buyoant force balances the weight of the block, such that

ρBVBg = ρLVsubmergedg . (17.3)

The ratio of the volumes is thus

Vsubmerged

VB
= ρB

ρL
, (17.4)

so the fraction above the water is

1− Vsubmerged

VB
= 1− ρB

ρL
. (17.5)

Let us now pour water of density ρW on top of the liquid. Let us assume the

liquid and the water do not mix and that ρL > ρW. How deep must the water

layer be such that the water surface just rises to the top of the block, as shown

in figure (17.2)?

L

x

(L - x)
liquid

water

block

Figure 17.2: A cube is floating in a liquid. A length x of the cube is above the
surface of the liquid, but just below the surface of the water and a length (L −
x) is below the surface of the liquid.

The buyoant force on the block is now the sum of buoyant forces from the

water and the liquid:

FB = FW +FL. (17.6)

Using F = ρV g , and writing the volumes in terms of L,

ρBL3g = ρWg L2x +ρLg L2(L−x). (17.7)

Cancelling factors of L and rearranging gives

(ρB −ρL)L = (ρW −ρL)x. (17.8)
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The depth of the water required to just reach the surface of the block is thus

x = ρB −ρL

ρW −ρL
L. (17.9)

Taking, for example, ρL = ρHg = 13.6×103 kg m−3, ρB = ρFe = 7.80×103 kg m−3

and L = 0.115 m gives

x = 7.80×103 −13.6×103

1.00×103 −13.6×103
×0.1 = 5.29 cm. (17.10)

17.2 Pressure in fluids

Let us look at an applied buyoancy question. Suppose we have a balloon at-

tached to a light string in a car accelerating towards the right at a m s−2, as

shown in figure (17.3). Will the balloon stay in the same place, move forwards

or move backwards as the car accelerates to the right?

a

Car

!!!? ?

Figure 17.3: A car is accelerating at a m s−2 towards the right. A balloon is
attached to the car via a light string.

In the lab frame of the car, the air is accelerating also at a m s−2, along êx .

How does the pressure vary in the car? In other words, what is the pressure

gradient? Let us take an infinitesimal slice of air d`, with a pressure difference

p and p+dp either side of it, as shown in figure (17.4). Of course, the pressure

acts over three dimensions, so we need to look at an infinitesimal volume as

shown in figure (17.5). We can see that the volume is

dV = A ·d`, (17.11)
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p

dℓ

p + dp

a

Figure 17.4: An infintesimal area of the car d` is shown, alongside the pres-
sure gradient p to p +dp.

dℓ

L

A

dℓ

dV = A dℓ

Figure 17.5: An infintesimal volume of the car d` is shown. The pressure
varies by dp on either side of the volume segment.

where A is the cross-sectional area (not infinitesimal). We also have an in-

finitesimal mass of car dm. Now, we know that the pressure is given by

p = F

a
, (17.12)

so the force acting from the left is p A and the force acting from the right is
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(p + dp)A. The acceleration of the balloon is generated from this pressure

difference. By Newton’s second law,

p A− (p +dp)A = a ·dm, (17.13)

where the mass is the infinitesimal mass of the car.

Why have we chosen the infinitesimal mass? Physically, we are still looking at

the small difference in pressure over a small chunk of the car. Mathematically,

you must have an infinitesimal on either side of the equation.

Now, we also know that

dm = ρairdV , (17.14)

so equation (17.13) becomes

p A− (p +dp)A = aρairdV. (17.15)

Using equation (17.11), one has

p A− (p +dp)A = aρair Ad`. (17.16)

Cancelling factors of the area A, and combining like terms gives

−dp = ρairad`. (17.17)

This is a first-order differential equation which can be integrated on both sides

to give

−
∫

dp = ρaira
∫

d`, (17.18)

which evaluates to give

p(`) =−ρaira`+ c, (17.19)

where the constant can be identified as p(`= 0) = p0, such that

p(`) =−ρaira`+p0. (17.20)

The minus sign tells us that the air pressure gets larger as ` becomes smaller,

or more negative. The acceleration of the car creates a pressure gradient akin

to gravity (mg h).
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We know that the gradient of air pressure creates a buyoant force on the bal-

loon

FB = ρairVballoonaair, (17.21)

where aair = a is the acceleration of the air (and the car), not the balloon. The

balloon accelerates at aballoon 6= a such that

aballoon = FB

mballoon
= ρairVballoonaair

ρHeVballoon
, (17.22)

which implies that the ratio of accelerations is

aballoon

aair
= ρair

ρHe
. (17.23)

What does this imply? Since ρair > ρHe, aballoon > aair, so the balloon moves

forward with respect to the car.
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Quantum Mechanics 2

The Hamiltonian acting on any allowed state of a quantum system
will give you the same state back, scaled by a numerical factor.

a) always true b) always false

c) sometimes true
sometimes false

d) the numerical factor is
the energy of the state
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An electron in an infinite square well has the wave function

Ψ(x,0) =
√

2
7φ1(x)+

√
5
7φ2(x), where φ1 is the ground state

and φ2 is the first excited state. The wave function at a time t 6= 0 is

a) Ψ(x, t ) =Ψ(x,0) b) Ψ(x, t ) =Ψ(x,0)exp
(− i Et

~
)

c) Ψ(x, t ) = 0∀t

d) either Ψ(x,0) =
√

2
7φ1(x)

or Ψ(x,0) =
√

5
7φ2(x),

depending upon w.f. collapse

Consider the same wave function Ψ(x,0) =
√

2
7φ1(x)+

√
5
7φ2(x).

The wave function and its associated probability density
will decay exponentially over time.

a) always true b) always false

c) sometimes true,
sometimes false

d) not enough info
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ψ1(x) and ψ2(x) are different solutions of the time-independent
Schrödinger equation, and Φ1(t , x) and Φ2(t , x) are different solutions of the
time-dependent Schrödinger equation for a given system.

a) ψ1(x) has definite energy
b) 1p

2
(ψ1 +ψ2) is always

a solution of the time-
independent S.E.

c) Φ1(t , x) has definite energy
d) 1p

2
(Φ1 +Φ2) is always

a solution of the time-
dependent S.E.

Consider the n = 4 state in an infinite potential well and a finite potential well.

a) The energy of a particle in a
well is given relative to
the top of the well.

b) The energy of the 4th state
in the finite potential well is
higher than the energy of the
infinite square well.

c) When the well is very deep,
the energies of the lowest states
in the infinite and finite
potential wells are similar.

d) There is never a state with
n = 0 in any type of potential.
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Consider the nth state in a finite well.

a) Inside the well, the solutions
may have either even or odd
parity with respect to the
centre of the well.

b) Inside the well, the solution is
always ψ∼ cos(kx), where
k is the wave number.

c) Outside the well, the solution
always takes the form ψ∼ e−αx

for some attenuation constant α.

d) An analytic solution for the
energy can always be found.
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